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As the fact-checking field is entering a new cycle,
well-connected, media savvy fact-checking
groups are likely to thrive. But many more others,
especially those without a connection to a media
outlet, are facing a turbulent future.
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When Channel 4 News in Britain launched a blog to cover a parliamentary election
in 2005, nobody realized that the broadcaster was making history. Aimed at
verifying statements made by politicians and other election-related facts, the blog
was one of the first fact-checking platforms the world saw. Three years later, similar
initiatives were launched in France and the Netherlands. By the end of 2010, factchecking groups were present in ten countries.
With over 300 fact-checking initiatives in operation all over the world today, factchecking has become one of the most vibrant communication fields. As many of
these groups are autonomous outfits, without formal links to media companies or
other institutions, the sector has developed more or less as an independent field,
complementing the work of journalists and media outlets.
Yet, although there are many successful fact-checking organizations in operation
today, the sector still lacks a business model that would make fact-checking a
sustainable enterprise on its own. Moreover, it seems that it is the relationship factcheckers develop with media companies or the outright support they get from the
media that ensures their viability. Without a strong link or partnership with a media
company, fact-checkers are faced with extinction sooner or later, according to an
analysis carried out by the Center for Media, Data & Society (CMDS).

Fact-Checking: Enter Phase Three
Reporter’s Lab, a center for journalism research in the Sanford School of Public
Policy at Duke University, counted in 2021 nearly 349 fact-checking organizations
in the world, a significant increase from 44 in 2014 and no more than 200 in 2019.
The list includes news agencies, universities, NGOs, as well as regional initiatives
and projects with a local focus.
The sector growth is impressive, yet there are numerous cases of initiatives that
went bust after a shorter or longer period of time. Between 2005 and 2015, roughly
a third of the 50 fact-checking groups that were launched across Europe folded or
began to operate only occasionally. According to the CMDS analysis, all the factchecking groups that have shuttered during the period had no form of cooperation
with a media outlet (or were born just as a temporary initiative).
Based on these historical facts, our analysis identified three phases in the
development of the fact-checking sector.
The first phase, stretching roughly between 2005 and 2010, marked the emergence
of fact-checking as an independent activity with media outlets setting up specialized
units to follow and verify facts related to a special event (especially elections) and
independent organizations and individuals (especially journalists) creating factchecking groups and initiatives as a reaction to the growing amount of
disinformation and propaganda online.
In the second phase, spreading throughout the 2010s, the fact-checking field
expanded at a frantic pace. The number of fact-checking groups, initiatives and
projects skyrocketed, prompted by a number of factors including the aggressive rise
of populist and propagandist movements (which required comparably high factchecking efforts), the increase in resources allocated by tech companies to projects
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aimed at countering disinformation and the increased finances that philanthropies
kept pouring into the field. This rapid growth of available resources for factchecking has also triggered a wave of opportunism, with numerous academic
institutions, NGOs and think tanks swiftly embracing fact-checking and the study of
disinformation as a more effective fundraising strategy.
As of 2020, a third phase, one of consolidation of the fact-checking field, seems to
be underway, characterized on the one hand by the collapse of an increasing
number of fact-checking groups and, on the other hand, by the strengthening of the
fact-checking initiatives that seem to have found their modus operandi. The Covid19 pandemic breathed new life into the field as demand for truthful facts swelled
during the unprecedented health crisis we are still experiencing. However, the
process of consolidation seems to continue as key actors are growing in prominence
while weak ones, especially those without solid media partnerships, are operating on
the fringes or succumbing altogether. Already in the last years of the past decade,
the field was losing players at a fast rate. In 2021, Reporters’ Lab counted more than
110 “inactive” fact-checking operations.
But who’s going to survive and how is fact-checking going to change in the ongoing
stage? The groups and initiatives anchored in solid cooperation with media
companies or organizations able to attract healthy audiences are likely to dominate,
our analysis shows.

An NGO Job
NGOs are the most typical fact-checking outfit, accounting for the largest part of the
fact-checking and debunking fake news initiatives in the world. They also have links
to media literacy initiatives and base their work on voluntary contributions from
citizens, activists and academic researchers. Most of them are financing themselves
through grants, donations, crowdfunding and advertising revenues. More than 60%
of the fact-checking groups in Europe operated as independent outfits or NGO
projects, according to data from 2016.
During the past decade or so, NGOs have gained a solid footing among factchecking organizations thanks to the quality of their work and their low-cost
operations, which made them valuable assets for media companies. Some of them
became indispensable sources of content for mainstream media.
The question whether collaboration with mainstream media is a significant
challenge for fact-checking organizations was also asked in a survey conducted by
CMDS earlier this year among 30 fact-checking organizations worldwide. The
survey showed that such collaboration doesn’t generally rank high on the factcheckers’ priority list. Yet, it is a far more important challenge for fact-checking
groups in Africa, the reason being that most fact-checking organizations operate in
the online sphere, and since internet penetration remains comparatively low in
most of Africa, these groups need media coverage to better disseminate their
findings.
Various studies suggest that fact-checkers should expand their efforts to partner
with news organizations. Our analysis also shows that the most prominent NGO-run
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fact-checking initiatives owe their success to their non-competitive approach to
media companies, which are perceived and treated as allies rather than competitors.
Take Chequeado, an Argentinian fact-checking group that operates as a small team
of journalists with a mission to improve the quality of public debate. To date, they
have offered their content and shared their fact-checking methodology with over
20 news media outlets across Latin America, including ColombiaCheck and
Detector de mentiras run by the news outlet La Silla Vacía in Colombia, Lupa and
Aos Fatos in Brazil, El Sabueso Verificador of Animal Político in México, Chile
Check of CNN, and Ojo Biónico run by Ojo Público in Peru. In Italy, we identified
Pagella Politica, a political fact-checking outfit that has built strong partnerships
with nationwide media outlets such as TV RAI2 and the news agency AGI. In
America, PolitiFact, a Pulitzer Prize-winning website that was established by the
then St. Petersburg Times, to cover the 2008 presidential election, and became a
unit of the Poynter Institute ten years later, has partnerships with newsrooms in a
dozen states today. The Latvia-based Re:Baltica, an investigative journalism outlet
covering the Baltic states, runs Re:Check, an initiative that works exclusively on factchecking and social media research, routinely encouraging media outlets to “steal”
its content. Finally, Salud con lupa, a collaborative journalism platform set up by a
group of Peruvian journalists to cover public health across Latin America works
today solely through alliances with journalists and media organizations in the
region.
Some NGOs, especially those specialized in advanced investigative journalism
techniques such as open-source intelligence techniques, crowd-sourced
information, covert sources and digital forensics, or focused on a specific region or
country, have become go-to resources for news media.
In the first category, Bellingcat, an international team of researchers, investigators
and citizen journalists that have been working on stories ranging from drug lords
and crimes against humanity to use of chemical weapons and conflicts, is often used
by news media to improve their coverage of these topics. In many cases, these
outlets team up with Bellingcat to conduct investigations together. Another key
player is the Atlantic Council’s Digital Forensic Research Lab, which has built the
world’s largest hub of digital forensic analysts who specialize in tracking events in
governance, technology and security.
In the second category, of fact-checkers focused on regional expertise, we can
mention Africa Check, a fact-checking group covering African countries, which is
extensively used by journalists who write Africa-related stories, and StopFake in
Ukraine, a fact-checking platform that, thanks to its expertise in pro-Kremlin
disinformation, is often used by journalists reporting on Russia.

Born in the Newsroom
Generally, editorial teams in media outlets always had among their members factcheckers tasked to verify that all factual items in a text are correct. These items
include dates, spelling of names or footnotes, among many other things. In the past
two decades however, as media outlets have significantly increased their news
output under the pressure of a growing online content industry, journalists have
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been constantly required and expected to generate much more content, which
prevents them from checking every piece of information gathered.
As a result, in recent years an increasing amount of news media have embarked on
setting up larger fact-checking units whose mission is to assist journalists in the news
gathering process and to conduct fact-checks during major events or news coverage
that attracts more public attention. Very often these fact-checking units not only
verify the facts collected by their journalists, but also correct claims made by thirdparty actors, such as politicians known for spreading fake news and propaganda.
A common trigger for media companies to set up their own fact-checking units was
the need to react more methodically to the growing amount of disinformation
spread online, chiefly by politicians. Many of these units were established to cover
high-profile political events that were clearly seen to be vulnerable to
disinformation such as elections or events with a major global impact such as the
Covid-19 pandemic.
Some of these initiatives are created only as temporary projects with the aim of
achieving outreach within a limited period of time. For example, CrossCheck in
France was a collaborative journalism project that was created to counter
misinformation online during the previous French presidential election. It brought
together more than 30 newsrooms as well as journalism students across France to
work on debunking false claims. The latest U.S elections also saw a boom of factcheckers, almost 60 initiatives, that were dedicated to monitoring the statements of
those involved in the electoral process. Other such initiatives include Faktiskt.se, a
collaboration of major Swedish media to counteract misinformation during the
2018 election campaign in the country (it closed down after the elections), and
Falsch Project, a project that was run by the German daily Süddeutsche Zeitung to
debunk the biggest lies about Covid-19.
In a few cases, fact-checking work has been carried out by media outlets as part of
joint initiatives. Faktisk in Norway, for example, has been created by a group of
prominent newspapers and television broadcasters, including the country’s public
service television operator, to jointly chase and expose false news.
Generally, the fact-checking units run by media outlets proved to be the most
resilient among all fact-checkers, primarily because they are run by resourceful
companies, which can easily scale up or down such projects. Moreover, factchecking carried out by media outlets is also benefiting from a much larger
exposure thanks to the larger, more loyal audiences that these outlets command.
For example, fact-checking work that was featured on the program El Objetivo con
Ana Pastor, a popular public affairs weekly program on the Spanish TV network La
Sexta, was followed by nearly two million viewers each Sunday.
In some cases, fact-checking programs designed by media outlets are spun off into
independent organizations, the most relevant example being Africa Check, which
was established in 2012 by the non-profit media development arm of the news
agency AFP. Covering four countries (South Africa, Kenya, Nigeria and Senegal),
Africa Check, after it became independent, has been financing itself through grants
from international donors such as the Gates Foundation, Luminate and the Open
Society Foundations (OSF).
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Fact-checking units at prominent news media

Source: CMDS

Academically Speaking
Academic institutions have been another important player in fact-checking, yet
their influence has been declining in recent years. Some academic institutions have
made an important contribution to the fact-checking field, but, with a few
exceptions, the overall impact of the fact-checking groups run as part of academic
institutions has been thus far very limited. The reason might be partly the more
scientific approach to fact-checking of universities, which to a large extent limits the
scope of their engagement with the general public.
Fact-checking initiatives created as part of academic institutions range from small
student groups to large operations affiliated with major international universities.
The latter are those few that have made an impact. Annenberg Public Policy Center
of the University of Pennsylvania, for example, monitors the factual accuracy of
what American politicians say, publishing their content on Factcheck.org, which is
known as a well-trusted source of fact-checking of political claims. Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace, an American think tank, has also been involved
in fact-checking work, focusing on identifying responses to the spread of
disinformation. In Europe, we can mention EUfactcheck.eu, a fact-checking project
run by the European Journalism Training Association that brings together schools
from ten countries to build a sustainable curriculum unit on fact-checking.
But while universities as such have played a minor role in creating impactful factchecking initiatives, it has to be noted that they often assist NGOs in fact-checking
and debunking work. For example, the fact-checking site Demagog in Slovakia was
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founded in 2010 by two political science students from the Masaryk University in
Brno, the second largest Czech city. Demagog later expanded to Czechia and
Poland. In Finland, the fact-checking portal Faktabaari has relied heavily on work
done by student journalists from Haaga-Helia University.

Regional Differences
The newsroom-embedded fact-checking model can be found everywhere in the
world, yet it is prevalent in developed media markets with relatively healthy media
environments. Usually, fact-checking initiatives are established by independent
media outlets concerned about the quality of public debate and low levels of access
to factual information. Hence, most of the political fact-checking initiatives have
been created by news media in Northern and Western Europe as well as the United
States whereas in the rest of the world, the NGO-led fact-checking initiatives remain
the predominant model.
Thus, the trends in the fact-checking field are also a strong indicator of the state of
news media in a certain country. Nations with high levels of media capture, where
most of the media outlets, both privately and state-run, are controlled by the
government and associated businesses, lack newsroom-embedded fact-checking
units. Instead this work is taken on by civil society groups or individuals, be they
activists or independent journalists.
Nevertheless, in such captured media environments, the relations between factchecking groups and media outlets are often challenging. Zasto Ne (‘Why Not?’), an
NGO in Bosnia and Herzegovina, has been operating since 2010 the digital platform
Istinomjer to strengthen political accountability, and launched another platform
that monitors disinformation, Raskrinkavanje, in 2017.
The former has had a good working relationship with mainstream media, with an
average of three guest appearances a week in different outlets. Even though both
platforms are verified signatories of the International Fact-Checking Network,
Raskrinkavanje’s relationship with mainstream media wasn’t that good, and has
continuously deteriorated. Reactions by people working in the media to the stories
published by Raskrinkavanje became more and more aggressive to the extent that a
few months ago the executive editor of one of the most influential news portals in
the country harassed one of Raskrinkavanje’s fact-checkers on the phone,
threatening to “blow up” their entire organization. Raskrinkavanje was used to
harassment, but this was the first time they received “an open death threat from an
editor of a mainstream media outlet. The fact that such a threat came from a
colleague who is himself a journalist is particularly shocking,” the organization
wrote in a public press release.
On the other hand, in advanced media markets, with healthy levels of editorial
independence, large media houses host prominent fact-checking initiatives. The
danger there is that, being commercially funded, these media companies often
follow a commercial logic in their editorial approach, which forces them to shut
down fact-checking units when they become a financial burden or do not attract
large audiences. For example, two initiatives pioneering fact-checking in France,
Libération’s Désintox, launched in 2008, and Le Monde’s Les Décodeurs, which
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started in 2009, were axed when they didn’t match the commercial strategy of their
publishers anymore.

The Road Ahead
How the fact-checking sector develops further depends on many factors, the most
important including the next stages of the pandemic, the priorities in the
philanthropic funding area and the development of the media industry. Yet, our
analysis identified a series of development patterns strongly indicating that the
sector is going to rapidly consolidate in the coming years, with only the larger, more
media-connected fact-checking outfits most likely to survive this new phase.
In the coming years, fact-checking organizations with a large following and strong
links with media companies are expected to flourish whereas smaller fact-checking
outfits, lacking links with or support from media outlets, are primed to fold at a
much faster rate than in the past. Western news organizations in the first place are
going to lead the fact-checking efforts, but due to the ongoing economic pressures,
which are likely to intensify because of the pandemic-related crisis, the scope of
their response to disinformation will vary greatly depending on the nature and
importance of the events that are going to be covered, but also on the benefits that
fact-checking will bring them.
The NGO model is also likely to survive, especially in less vibrant, highly politicized
media environments where mainstream media are the main promoters of false
news and propagandistic content, but also in some western countries where such
organizations have established strong links with media companies. A string of NGOs
carrying out fact-checking work in several Eastern European countries, ranging
from Istinomer in Serbia and its sister fact-checking site in Bosnia & Herzegovina to
Faktograf in Croatia to Demagog in Poland, have already gained broad recognition.
Yet, their future remains unstable as they depend entirely on funds from donor
organizations and philanthropies.
The economic pressures have already prompted a number of fact-checking NGOs
to diversify their activities in their attempt to be more attractive to donors or
generate additional sources of funding. For example, Vistinomer, a fact-checking
site in North-Macedonia, is housed in an NGO that operates as an independent
newsroom, which focuses on investigative reporting.
At the same time, fact-checking groups that have so far specialized in specific areas
or topics and become key sources of information and expertise for news media and
other institutions and organizations are also expected to thrive in the near future.
Some of them have their funding secured. For example, the East Stratcom Task
Force, an outfit established in 2015 to collect evidence of disinformation spread by
pro-Kremlin and Russian state media, which has become a key source of
information for many news journalists covering politics, is financed by the EU’s
diplomatic service. Others have to generate funding on their own, but have
managed so far to attract hefty financing from donor organizations and
philanthropies. They include groups such as Bellingcat or the Atlantic Council
Digital Forensic Lab, which have gained experience in gathering special intelligence
that is used to debunk lies or identify the source of disinformation.
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Overall, the consolidation of the fact-checking field is a normal stage of
development. Organizations that garnered attention and built partnerships,
especially with resourceful media companies, will survive. Those who didn’t, will
not. In countries with poor records of media freedom and highly captured media
markets, where news organizations are rarely supportive of fact-checking and
government-run outlets that promote propaganda and disinformation are
dominant, fact-checkers are expected to face a rocky future. The demise of many of
them will only deepen the crisis independent media are confronted with.
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